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In view of complexities associated with supplier performance evaluation based on traditional business 
criterions (such as costs, quality levels, and delivery timelines) and emerging criterions (such as those 
related to environmental sustainability), we in this research evolve two different supplier efficiency 
measurement models that unify such criterions possessing characteristics of both desirable and 
undesirable outputs. The first model is a single-objective DEA efficiency assessment model wherein 
both types of outputs are integrated in a single composite efficiency measure. Using data from suppliers 
of Hyundai Steel Company, we determine composite efficiencies of each of these suppliers thus 
ranking them in terms of an overall efficiency score that would be useful as far as the first cut supplier 
discrimination is concerned. However due to relative inability of evolved single-objective efficiency 
model to perform trade-offs amongst desirable and undesirable outputs and, owing to 
unidimensionality aspects, we evolve a goal programing based bi-objective efficiency model wherein 
trade-offs can be performed between both conventional and emerging dimensions criterions leading to 
different supplier evaluations for varied scenarios. We also integrate our evolved models with the cross-
efficiency view of efficiency determination in order to enable the decision-makers to achieve peer-to-
peer evaluation and maximum discrimination amongst suppliers.  
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Faced with ever increasing competition, pressures from regulatory agencies, inflating wages and other 
evolving challenges, organizations across the globe belonging to both developed and developing 
economies are integrating relatively emerging criterions such as those related to green design, 
environmental sustainability, and other related dimensions in addition to the conventional criterions 
such as cost, quality, delivery, and safety in their operational, tactical and strategic decisions. In 
particular, the lexicon of sustainability in the value-chain of various sectors be it those of product 
centric industry such as automobiles or process intensive industry such as steel sector has gained 
traction in recent years owing to the forces related to the three primary dimensions of sustainability i.e. 
economic, social, and environmental (Das, 2018). Perhaps one of the most accepted definition of 
sustainability came from World Commission on Environment and Development (WCDM) that defined 
sustainability as “a development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability 
of the future generations to meet their own needs” (WCDM, 1987). Juxtaposing this definition to the 
broad area of supply chain results in another important research stream i.e. sustainable supply chain 
management (SSCM) (Mahdiloo et al., 2015). In broad terms, SSCM entails management of material, 
information and capital flows considering the cooperation amongst supply chain stakeholders in such 
a manner that objectives from all three pillars of sustainability are taken into consideration in 
organizational scheme of things (Seuring and Muller, 2008). In other words, a sustainable supply chain 
need to be able to efficiently fulfill the customer requirements without compromising the quality of 
human life, environment, and economic growth for current and future generations (Zhang and Awasthi, 
2014). Therefore, it can be inferred that a typical SSC (sustainable supply chain) still need to consider 
the core concerns of a supply chain such as strategic planning, logistics, operations planning while 
taking into account sustainability dimensions focused at maximizing financial returns, improving social 
performance, and mitigating environmental aftereffects of its’s core operations on the stakeholders 
involved.  
Among all other strategic, tactical, operational and functional level decisions, selection of the right 
supplier(s) have a direct bearing on the success or failure of a supply chain (Lee et al., 2014). On a 
broader level, supplier selection has a direct influence on the competitive advantage of the focal 
company in terms of impact on cost, quality, delivery timeline and so on. However, from other 
emerging perspectives as well, supplier selection is an important business decision in that optimal 
supplier selection would have to balance the business objectives pertaining to such types of criterions. 
One such instance of the importance associated with such emerging criteria – social dimension of 
sustainability is illustrated by the fairly recent incidence of Jabin Inc.’s worker’s protests for fair 
compensation at one of the Apple Inc.’s supplier in China (CNBC, 20th October 2017). If we view from 
an environmental side of such emerging criteria, the event wherein McDonald’s supplier -Beijing 
Simplot Food Processing in China was awarded a penalty worth $629, 000 for failing to comply with 
the environmental regulations aptly underscores McDonald’s erroneous choice of supplier selection 
(BBC, 30th April, 2015). Depending upon the context, individual dimensions of sustainability assumes 
primacy within a sustainable supply chain. For instance, within the stream of green supply chain 
management (GSCM), social factors take a backseat, while economic and environmental 
considerations take predominant role (Seuring et al., 2008). Similarly, in case of supply chains 
characterized for example by underpinnings related to offshoring, social (jobs created at offshore 
location/job lost at the parent company’s country) and economic factors assumes predominance. The 
need to capture nuances related to such supply chains assumes even more importance since political 
leadership in many large developed countries are adopting policies that are contrary to the principles 
of globalization. inter alia, respective supplier’s performances in terms of some measured efficiency 
measure being function of economic, social, and environmental has been one of key criterions for 
supplier selection in addition to the traditional criterions (Mahdiloo et al., 2015).  
Supplier selection based on appropriate evaluations is a multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) 
problem. It is a complex assessment in that it is imperative that pertinent multiple criterions be included 
in making the final decision. In the extant research literature, supplier selection often revolves around 
evaluation on several criterions such as cost, quality, delivery, flexibility, operational risks and so forth 
(Salem et al., 2016). Further, more often than not best suppliers are the ones associated with superior 
trade-offs amongst decision criterions (Opricovic et al., 2008). In extant literature, many methodologies 
– qualitative as well as quantitative for supplier selection based on supplier evaluation have been 
developed. These includes for instance analytic hierarchy process (AHP), analytical network process 
(ANP), artificial neural network (ANN), and case based reasoning (CBR) to name a few. From the 
perspective of a supplier’s capability assessment leading to eventual supplier selection, there are a few 
issues that we seek to address through our research. First, conventional business criterions such as cost 
& quality and emerging criterions such as those related to sustainability & green design is represented 
both in terms of desirable as well as undesirable types of outputs. More often than not handling 
conventional criterions such as ones related to cost and quality requires minimization and maximization 
approach respectively implying that lower the value of costs associated with a particular DMU 
(decision making unit), better the efficiency of that DMU. On the other side of spectrum, higher the 
value of quality level associated with a DMU, better the efficiency. Similarly, from an emerging criteria 
standpoint, both desirable and undesirable types of outputs concern with criterions such as number of 
green features in a product, CO2 footprint generated in producing a product and so forth. Therefore, in 
order to unify these two types of outputs related to both conventional and emerging criterions, it is 
imperative that a pragmatic mathematical model be devised in such a manner that a composite 
efficiency score pertaining to different suppliers can be ascertained. From a theoretical standpoint, 
composite scores are intended to reflect multidimensional aspects that cannot be captured by a single 
indicator and therefore have benefits like capacity to summarize information, the facility to interpret 
results compared with a battery of separate indicators, and the capacity to reduce the visible size of a 
set of indicators without dropping the underlying base information (Nardo, et al., 2018). This composite 
score would be beneficial as far as first-cut discrimination between efficient and non-efficient suppliers 
are concerned. More often than not supplier evaluation is not a single step process rather a bi-step 
process in that tradeoffs amongst different types of criterions need to be performed (Yoon, et al., 2018 
and Salem et al., 2016). Moreover, considering both desirable and undesirable type of output goals 
associated with conventional and emerging criterions, it is also imperative that: a) objective function 
be modeled considering both types of criterions; and b) these two objective functions be unified in such 
a way that minimizing the deviation from the targeted values corresponding to different output types 
would be our objective. This approach would aid in that: i) composite score can be achieved for 
different suppliers (that can be used in conjunction with that yielded from the single objective efficiency 
model) and ii) trade-offs can be performed between desirable and undesirable type of outputs. These 
trade-offs would be useful as far as ascertaining the efficiency frontier is concerned. Finally, most of 
the extant research when dealing with desirable and undesirable type of outputs simultaneously has 
adopted a rather indirect approach in that undesirable outputs served as pseudo-inputs in determination 
of technical efficiencies of respective DMUs. This approach has a key limitation in that transformation 
in measurement scale is required as far as dealing with undesirable output is concerned (Zanella et al., 
2015).  To these end, we posit the following research questions.  
a) How can we model the supplier selection problem from an efficiency modeling and evaluation 
perspective such that a composite type of efficiency score can be derived taking into account 
both desirable and undesirable type of outputs belonging to both emerging as well as 
conventional criterions?  
b) How can trade-offs be performed between pool of desirable and undesirable type of outputs 
considering varying level of importances for the two types? 
c) How can we model the simultaneity of desirable and undesirable outputs without having to 
consider transformation in measurement scale of the undesirable outputs?  
d) How can we achieve peer-to-peer comparison and maximum discrimination amongst DMUs? 
To address these three primary research questions and thus aiding purchasing and supply chain 
managers, we adopt an efficiency view of supplier evaluation. In particular, we augment the work 
carried out by Mahdiloo et al. (2015) that evolved the DEA (data envelopment analysis) based 
modeling to incorporate the dimensions of sustainability in suppliers’ efficiency evaluation. When 
encountering the conventional and emerging dimensions within a supply chain, the constituent output 
factors can be incongruent to each other. For instance, profitability of supplier (indicative of economic 
dimension) and CO2 emissions associated with supplier (indicative of environmental dimension) lie at 
the two ends of the spectrum in that profitability belongs to desirable output type; while CO2 emission 
essentially is undesirable output. Unifying two such classes of outputs becomes a challenge in the 
overall efficiency assessment of suppliers particularly when we attempt to model the problem from a 
composite efficiency standpoint. Therefore, in this research, we evolve two different types of 
mathematical models namely: i) single objective efficiency model and ii) bi-objective efficiency model 
to rationalize the measurement of efficiency for the suppliers under consideration. The evolved models 
are illustrated employing the data set of Hyundai Steel Company’s suppliers as introduced by the work 
of Dotoli et al., (2015). The evolved models are also integrated with the cross-efficiency view of 
suppliers to achieve maximum discrimination and peer-to-peer comparison. Contrasting our efficiency 
oriented models with respect to some well-known MCDM techniques in terms of problem and solution 
structure underscores several merits of our model. These merits are discussed in detail in Section 5.2 
in terms of efficiency and optimality, decision criterions, solutions, resultant weights, utility, and peer-
to-peer evaluation.   
As depicted through Figure 1(a), the scope of our research lies at the intersection of sustainable supply 
chain management, supplier performance analysis, supplier selection, and DEA modeling. 
<<Insert Figure 1 here>> 
Remainder of the article is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents a review of recent and relevant 
research literature. Section 3 details the developed model followed by Hyundai Steel Company’s case 
in Section 4. Section 5 presents discussions and implications of our research. Finally, conclusions and 
future research directions are presented in Section 6.   
2. Literature review 
The research into the sustainability component of supply chain has particularly gained prominence in 
the last 7-8 years or so. The extant research literature reviewed in this article pertains primarily to two 
broad research streams viz. supplier selection in sustainable supply chain and DEA efficiency 
modelling in supplier selection. In this section, we present some of the relevant research pertaining to 
the two streams.  
2.1 Supplier selection and evaluation in sustainable supply chain  
Shaw et al. (2016) in a departure from traditional supply chain performance parameters such as cost, 
quality, and lead time considered carbon emission as an important parameter for the supplier selection 
problem. A fuzzy multi-objective formulation was evolved to represent the supplier selection problem. 
A key contribution of this work was that as opposed to many of the MCDM (multi criteria decision 
making) based supplier selection models for sustainable supply chain, this work quantified order 
quantity for a supplier corresponding to a particular level of carbon footprint. Azadi et al. (2015) 
devised an integrated DEA enhanced Russell measure (ERM) model in fuzzy context to select the best 
sustainable supplier. A key contribution of this work pertained to the fact that this research employed 
an integrated non-radial DEA model and evolved a new efficiency measure termed as sustainable 
supplier performance. Using a case study approach, this model demonstrated the efficacy of the 
supplier selection framework. Amindoust et al. (2012) devised a ranking model based sustainable 
supplier selection employing fuzzy inference method. As opposed to many such earlier work, this 
research considered the fuzziness in supplier selection in terms of linguistic data. The affinity of a 
particular supplier was gauged in terms of the overall ranking of that supplier. Moheb-Alizadeh et al. 
(2017) while focusing on supplier selection and order allocation considering stochastic demand evolved 
a mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) model. As far as the efficiency of supply chain is 
concerned, in this model a bi-objective data envelopment analysis was carried out. An important 
drawback of this model however was that due to non-linear and polynomial terms considered within 
the integrated formulation, a lot of transformations to linear terms were carried out. Azadnia et al. 
(2015) while integrating the lot sizing problem into the sustainable supplier selection problem 
considered four different types of objective functions namely: minimization of total cost, maximization 
of total social score, maximization of total environmental score, and maximization of total economic 
qualitative score. As opposed to a standard DEA based approach, the problem formulated in this 
research was multi-objective in nature. From a solution standpoint, weighted sum method and 
augmented ∈ constraint method was deployed to determine the Pareto solution. From a policy 
standpoint, the Pareto solution also gave an insight into the lot ordering and procurement plan. Kannan 
(et al., 2014) proposed a fuzzy TOPSIS framework for selecting green suppliers for a Brazilian 
electronics company. In particular, this research based on the empirical analysis carried out employing 
data from 12 available suppliers ranked each of the suppliers. The results indicated that dominant 
criteria driving the supplier selection were senior management commitment to sustainability initiatives, 
application of greening concepts in product design (i.e. reduce, reuse, recycle and reclaim) and 
compliance with respect to legal environmental requirements. Govindan et al. (2013) explored 
sustainable supply chain initiatives and examined the problem of identifying an effective model based 
on the Triple Bottom Line (TBL) approach (economic, environmental, and social aspects) for supplier 
selection operations in supply chains by presenting a fuzzy multi-criteria approach. In particular, this 
research used triangular fuzzy numbers to express linguistic values of experts' subjective preferences 
during the supplier selection process.  
 
2.2 DEA efficiency modeling in supplier selection and evaluation  
Karsak et al. (2014) employing a combined QFD (quality function deployment) and DEA approach 
tackled the supplier selection problem that was also characterized by imprecise data. In particular, this 
research considered relationships amongst product features and supplier attributes. One of the 
contributions of this work related to consideration of bounds (lower and upper) of the weights 
belonging to supplier attributes. Thus, this work sought to tackle the problem associated with the 
conventional DEA approach – unrealistic weight dispersion. Dobos et al. (2014) devised a DEA type 
composite indicator to aid purchasing managers rank and subsequently select the best set of suppliers. 
The contribution of this research lied in the modeling part of the methodological development. A 
crucial shortcoming of this research however was that it treated the desirable parameters (quality and 
reusability) and undesirable parameters (lead time, price, and CO2 emission) on the same plane. Kumar 
et al. (2014) proposed a green DEA approach (GDEA) that borrowed various dimensions from earlier 
DEA research such as weight restrictions. GDEA promoted suppliers to go green and cut down their 
carbon footprints and comply with local emission norms. The proposed model was illustrated using the 
data from a well-known automobile spare parts manufacturer in India. Dotoli et al. (2016) integrated 
cross efficiency data envelopment analysis and Monte Carlo approach in dealing with the supplier 
selection problem. A key contribution of this work was that the modeling approach such developed 
was able to consider nondeterministic input and output data. Park et al. (2018) proposed a novel 
methodology for supplier evaluation, selection and improvement using an expectation maximization 
algorithm for clustering, DEA for efficiency, and analytic hierarchy process (AHP) for importance. 
The evolved approach was demonstrated employing tier-one suppliers belonging to Korean automobile 
industry. This research augmented the extant literature in terms of introduction of new methodology 
for supplier selection from an efficiency view point. Tsaur et al., (2017) carried out the industry 
performance analysis for the TFT-LCD industry in Taiwan using a combined DEA and GRA (grey 
relation analysis). This study concluded that most of the companies operating in this particular industry 
had a downward trajectory during the period 2009-2012 as far as technology changes are concerned. 
A key limitation of this work however pertained to the fact that for modeling simplifications only 
desirable outputs types were considered – cash and net sales in this case. Wu et al., (2016) in their study 
based oriented around maximizing the degree of satisfaction evolved a cross-efficiency based 
technology selection framework. One of the key contributions of this work was that it provided unique 
optimal weights for each DMU. However similar to the work of Tsaur et al., (2017), this study 
considered only desirable outputs in context of technology selection decisions. 
In this research, since we aim to model the supplier evaluation framework in such a manner that some 
kind of composite measure based on direct approach (as opposed to surrogate measures oriented around 
indirect approach) in a single-objective and bi-objective environment can be formalized. Therefore, we 
also examine few recent important papers that modeled such problems both in a direct and indirect 
manner while considering both desirable and undesirable outputs simultaneously.  
 
2.3 Modeling desirable and undesirable outputs simultaneously  
2.3.1 Direct approach 
Fukuyama et al., (2017) contributed to the extant DEA literature in that a two-stage network bank 
revenue function characterized by non-performing loans were developed. This work considered both 
the types of outputs viz. performing loans, securities investment and so forth as desirable output and 
nonperforming loans such undesirable output in gauging the efficiency of Japanese banks. Balezentis 
et al., (2016) in their study of Lithuanian economy approaching the goals of sustainable energy and 
climate change mitigation evolved a DEA based environmental performance index. Although this study 
considered both type of outputs viz. desirable and undesirable in context of devising an environmental 
index; nonetheless a crucial limitation arising out of this study pertained to non-inclusion of other 
economic and business dimensions. This study concluded that petroleum and air transport sectors 
appeared to be the worst-performing group out of major sectors. Zanella et al. (2015) employing one 
the popular ways of modeling DMU’s efficiencies – directional distance function evolved in such a 
manner that undesirable outputs could be integrated with composite efficiency measure. However, this 
study’s primary limitation pertained to the fact that trade-offs could not be performed between 
undesirable output set and desirable output set.  D’Inverno et al., (2018) in their study related to 
comparison of efficiencies of wastewater treatment plants utilized the direct efficiency modeling 
approach. The approach in this study considered removal of as many contaminants as possible to be 
the main objective in context of efficiency modeling and therefore considered both good outputs – 
volume of water being processed and bad outputs – quantity of nitrogen remaining in the treated water. 
Rashidi et al., (2015) in their research related to assessment of green indicators and potential in energy 
saving in context of abatement in undesirable output evolved a novel measure called green index that 
essentially reflects eco-efficiency of OECD member countries. However, a major limitation of this 
study was that in doing so authors primarily considered dimensions related only to environment and 
not those related to economic and financial aspects – crucial set of considerations.  
 
2.3.2 Indirect approach  
Indirect approaches of modeling efficiency often assume undesirable outputs are pseudo-inputs and 
thus therefore assumes their strong disposability and null-jointness (D’Inverno et al., 2018). An et al., 
(2015) in their study related to efficiency study for commercial banks in China used a two-stage DEA 
model. The mathematical model evolved in this study was based on a slack-based efficiency measure 
in that two stages viz. deposit generation stage and deposit-utilization stages were considered while 
considering both desirable and undesirable outputs simultaneously. Even though banks could be 
differentiated with each other in terms of efficiencies, a key limitation associated with this study was 
that in the absence of a composite measure, comparison amongst banks in terms of surrogate measure 
did not align with the pertinent performance variables in banking. Zanella et al. (2015) evolved an 
indirect approach of treating undesirable outputs built on the model proposed by Charnes, Cooper and 
Rhodes (1978) using the big-M transformation. Although, the method was demonstrated effectively in 
terms of discriminating amongst inefficient and efficiency supplier, it rankings based on indirect 
efficiency score changed for different values of M. Adler et al., (2016) in their study related to 
accounting for externalities and disposability proposed an indirect measure anchored in economic-
environment distance. The contribution of this work related to the additive type of model that 
benchmarked DMUs along eco-environmental frontier. Although this work did not evolve any 
composite efficiency; nonetheless the frontier evolved served as discriminating amongst different 
DMUs.  
  
The commonality and contrast of our research with some relevant and recent research has been captured 
in Table 1(a).  
<<Insert Table 1 here>> 
 
2.4 Research gaps and contributions of our study 
a) Two-proposed models i.e. single-objective efficiency model and bi-objective efficiency model 
evolved in this research seek to encompass both desirable and undesirable type of outputs in that 
dimensions related to conventional business criterions as well as those related to emerging criterions 
such as sustainability can be unified together. The evolved models can provide supply chain managers 
a better understanding on the application of sustainable supply chain evaluation. 
b) Unlike the work of Dobos et al. (2014) that treated desirable and undesirable output parameters on 
the same plane, we discriminate between undesirable and desirable outputs related to the sustainability 
dimensions in that this differentiated treatment is prudent reflection of approach required for arriving 
at a composite efficiency score in case of a single-objective efficiency modeling in context of 
sustainability considerations in supplier evaluation.  
c) Unlike the work of Mahdiloo et al., (2015), through the post-processing of results based on the 
single-objective efficiency model, we are able to identify combined/ paired/ individual buckets of 
sustainability dimensions wherein respective suppliers are dominant. Further within each bucket also, 
individual suppliers are ranked thus aiding the supply chain managers to identify which suppliers would 
be desirable corresponding to which combination of conventional and emerging criterions’ related 
scenarios.  
d) In order to mitigate the limitations associated with consideration of equal importances for both 
desirable and undesirable outputs in case of single-objective efficiency model, we further evolve a bi-
objective efficiency model {focused on minimizing the deviations from ideal value(s)} where the two 
types of outputs are assigned discrete and differential weightages thus resulting in supplier efficiency 
scores under different trade-off scenarios between desirable and undesirable outputs. 
e) From a methodological point of view, our work considers both conventional and emerging criterions 
simultaneously. This is in contrast to the contributions of Mahdiloo et al. (2015) that though took into 
account technical, environmental and social parameters of suppliers under study, but nonetheless 
evolved a composite ranking based on supplier rankings determined considering the three parameters 
one at a time. Moreover, in order to achieve peer-to-peer comparison and maximum discrimination 
amongst suppliers, our study in contrast to the study of Zarbakhshnia et al. (2018) considers an cross-
efficiency view of the problem as well. Thus, our study takes a much more encompassing view of the 
supplier selection problem in presence of varying trade-offs between desirable and undesirable type of 
outputs.    
 
3. Model setting  
Notations and Symbols  
Indices 
i Index for input type “i"; i = (1, 2, 3,...I)  
j Index for desirable output type “j”; j = (1, 2, 3,…J) 
k Index for undesirable output type “k”; k = (1, 2, 3,…K) 
s Index for supplier “s”; s = (1, 2, 3,…S)  
Parameters 
IPis Input value corresponding to input type “i" of supplier “s”. 
OPjs Output value corresponding to output type “j” of supplier “s”. 
OPks Output value corresponding to output type “k” of supplier “s”. 
Es(J) Efficiency related to desirable output of supplier “s”. 
Es(K) Efficiency related to undesirable output of supplier “s”. 
Es(JK) Effective efficiency related to desirable and undesirable outputs of supplier “s”. 
CEsd(JK) Cross-efficiency of supplier “s” using weights of supplier “d” considering both types of 
outputs simultaneously  
ρs Importance of desirable output corresponding to supplier “s” expressed between 0 to 1. 
δs Importance of undesirable output corresponding to supplier “s” expressed between 0 to 1. 
λdes(js) Weight of desirable output “j” corresponding to supplier “s”.  
λundes(ks) Weight of undesirable output “j” corresponding to supplier “s”.  
ui Optimal weight of input “i" resulting from single-objective model.  
vj Weight of desirable input “j” resulting from single-objective model. 
wk Weight of undesirable input “k” resulting from single-objective model. 
 
Decision variables  
Δdes(js) Deviation of desirable output “j” from target value for supplier “s”. 
Δundes(js)  Deviation of undesirable output “j” from target value for supplier “s”. 
 
Let there be “S” different suppliers each consuming “I” inputs to produce “J” desirable and “K” 
undesirable outputs. The outputs related to indices 1, 2, 3, …J are desirable output; the outputs related 
to indices 1, 2, 3, …K are undesirable outputs. Technical efficiency of supplier “s” measured in terms 
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The value of ( )s JE would lie between 0 and 1.    
The equivalent DEA problem can be represented using following set of equations.  
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Constraints 3, 4, and 5 are the standard DEA constraints related to input/output conversion, non-
negativity of output weights, and non-negativity of input weights respectively. The above problem 
holds the form of a fractional linear programming (FLP) and using suitable transformations the problem 
can be transformed to a linear programming (LP) model as demonstrated below. 
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Using the equivalent linear programming model (depicted through equations 6 – 10) of fractional 
programming model (represented through equations 1 – 5), the optimal weights of inputs and desirable 
outputs can be obtained. Thus, there would be S number of total linear programming models. 
Conventional DEA model have typically modeled only outputs that are desirable in nature such as 
sales, profitability, market capitalization, production volumes and so forth (Kao et al., 2008; Cook et 
al., 2009; and Abbotta et al., 2003).  
In case, the output being of undesirable nature, the pertinent technical efficiency can be represented 
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The equivalent DEA problem can be represented using following set of equations.  
( ){ }s KMin E                                               (12) 
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0     1,2,3...kw k K=                             (14) 
0     1,2,3...iu i I=                                                        (15) 
Akin to the maximization DEA problem, this problem also holds the form of a fractional linear 
programming and using suitable transformation the problem can be transformed to a linear 
programming model as illustrated below.  
{ }k ks
k K
Min w OP                                                                                    (16) 
s.t. 
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k K i I
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u IP s S= =                                                                                                                                 (18) 
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The problem with such kind of transformation is two-fold viz. a) the transformed model is not 
congruent with the standard transformed DEA model; b) it would be impossible to have a realistic 
assessment of the technical efficiencies in case of outputs that are both desirable and undesirable type. 
Therefore, we require suitable transformations that can rationalize the two disparate types of 
efficiencies into a single formulation. However, this problem would again have two dimensions: a) 
converting the desirable and undesirable outputs into a single composite scale; and b) treating two types 
of outputs as bi-objective problem.  
 
3.1. Single objective efficiency model 
From the perspective of selection of supplier with best efficiency score, the LP models represented 
through equations (6-10) and (12-15) can be fused together having the following effective efficiency 
term (Daultani et al., 2015). 
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The equivalent DEA problem can be represented using following set of equations.  
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Similar to standard DEA formulation, constraint 23 pertains to input/output conversion. While 
constraints 24, 25, and 26 pertains to non-negativity of undesirable outputs, non-negativity of desirable 
outputs, and non-negativity of inputs respectively.  
The equivalent LP representation of this single objective efficiency model would be represented 
through the following set of equations.  
j js k ks
j J k K
Max v OP w OP−                                                                                                     (27) 
s.t. 
   (28) 
 
1     1, 2,3...i is
i I
u IP s S= =                                                                 (29) 
0     1,2,3...jv j J=                                         (30) 
0     1,2,3...kw k K=                             (31) 
0     1,2,3...iu i I=                                                        (32) 
One of the limiting aspect of the above evolved formulation is that: a) it treats both the desirable and 
undesirable output parameters on the same level of importance; b) trade-offs cannot be performed by 
varying respective importances to desirable/undesirable output parameters. Therefore, we develop the 
following bi-objective efficiency model that mitigates the two said problems associated with the bi-
objective model.  
0     1, 2,3...j js k ks i is
j J k K i I
v OP w OP u IP s S− − =
3.2. Bi-objective efficiency model  
In the bi-objective efficiency model, the two objective functions related to desirable and undesirable 
outputs would be treated as it is, and equivalent problem can be evolved representing the bi-objective 
problem. Consider the following bi-objective model having the following objective functions.  
{ }j js
j J
Max v OP                        (33) 
{ }k ks
k K
Min w OP                                         (34) 
Let λdes(js) be the optimal weight value corresponding to desirable output “j” of supplier “s” when the 
model is solved as single efficiency objective model (known as target value for the desirable output 
“j”); λundes(ks) denotes the optimal weight value corresponding to the undesirable output “j” for supplier 
“s” when the model is solved as single objective model (target value for the undesirable output “j”). 
We evolve the bi-objective efficiency model in such a manner that the objective now would be to 
minimize the deviations from these targets values (Nepal et al., 2012). Mathematically, let ρs and Δdes(j) 
be the weight of the desirable output(s) and deviation of a particular output “j” from target value 
respectively for supplier “s” respectively. Similarly, let δs and Δdes(ks) be the weights of the undesirable 
output(s) and deviation of a particular output “j” from target value respectively for supplier “s” 
respectively. Then the equivalent formulation for the bi-objective model would be as follows.  
( ) ( )
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des js undes ks
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Minimize +                                            (35) 
s.t.  
( ) ( )      (1,2,3.... ); (1,2,3.... )j js des js des jsv OP s S j J+ = =                                                 (36) 
( ) ( )      (1,2,3.... ); (1,2,3.... )k ks undes ks undes ksw OP s S j J− = =                                      (37) 
1     (1,2,3.... )s s s S+ = =                                          (38)            
( ) 0     (1,2,3.... ); (1,2,3.... )des js j J s K= =                                                                      (39) 
( ) 0     (1,2,3.... ); (1,2,3.... )undes ks k K s K= =                                                                      (40)  
In the above formulation, ( )des js and ( )undes js are the decision variables. Constraints 36 and 37 
represents the goals pertaining to desirable and undesirable outputs respectively. Constraint 38 ensures 
that summation of importance weights belonging to undesirable and desirable outputs for a particular 
supplier “s” is equal to 1. Finally, constraints 39 and 40 suggest that the deviations from target values 
of both desirable and undesirable outputs for a supplier “s” is positive. The objective function term 
would be normalized corresponding to different weight combinations of desirable and undesirable 
outputs such that efficiencies at respective weight combinations can be determined. The formulation 
represented through equations 35 – 40 assumes the form of a weighted goal programming in that 
( )des js  and ( )undes ks are akin to slack and surplus variable (for respective outputs) respectively. 
Therefore, the objective function has been appropriately formulated in a manner that minimization of 
slack (deviation of respective goals from optimal weight values of desirable output assuming the 
problem to be single objective) and maximization of surplus (deviation of goals from optimal weight 
values of undesirable output assuming the problem to be single objective) becomes central to our 
efficiency study. The resulting equivalent formulation of our bi-objective problem is different from 
standard maximization or minimization linear programming problem in that unlike these two types of 
problems, both slack and surplus type of variables exist in our equivalent weighted goal programming 
formulation.  
 
3.3 Cross efficiency view of single-objective and bi-objective efficiency model 
The two models as evolved in previous sections when used in conjunction does enable the decision-
maker to have a holistic assessment of the DMUs under consideration. The single-objective and bi-
objective model together yield a composite efficiency for benchmarking purpose with varying trade-
offs between desirable and undesirable output set. However, the two models suffer from an important 
limitation in that peer-to-peer efficiency study cannot be carried out. Further, when traditional DEA is 
not able to ranks those DMUs having an efficiency score of 1 or same efficiency scores (Wang et al., 
2016). Therefore, integrating cross-efficiency method with our evolved models (wherein efficiencies 
of individual DMUs can be obtained by linking weights of all DMUs) would be an important 
component of our research. Integrating the cross-efficiency view with our evolved models would serve 
two key objectives i.e. enable the decision-makers to perform: a) peer-to-peer comparison; and b) 
achieve maximum discrimination in that all DMUs can be completely ranked.  
In order to integrate the cross-efficiency perspective with the two earlier evolved formulations, we 
adopt the viewpoint of Oukil and Amin (2016). Let CEsd(JK) be the cross-efficiency of DMU “s” using 
optimal weights of DMU “d” (obtained using the single-objective formulation) such that s d   , then 
matrix presented in Table 1(b) demonstrates pertinent cross-efficiencies.   
The resulting single-objective formulation with cross-efficiency view would be formulated as below.  
jd js kd ks
j J k K
Max v OP w OP−                                                                                                     (41) 
s.t. 
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( ) ( )d JK id is jd js kd ks
i I j J k K
E u IP v OP w OP= −                     (44) 
0     1,2,3...jdv j J=                             (45) 
0     1,2,3...kdw k K=                             (46) 
0     1,2,3...idu i I=                                                        (47) 
In the above formulation, equation 41 yields the composite cross-efficiency score considering pertinent 
weights of supplier “d”. Equation 42, 43, and 44 considers the pertinent weights of supplier “d”.  
Similar to fusing cross-efficiency principle in the single-objective efficiency model, we can integrate 
cross-efficiency aspect with the equivalent bi-objective formulation illustrated in section 3.2   
The resulting formulation is illustrated through the following set of equations.  
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Minimize +                                            (48) 
s.t.  
( ) ( ) ( )      (1,2,3.... ); (1,2,3.... );des jd js des js des jsOP s S j J s d+ = =                    (49) 
( ) ( ) ( )      (1,2,3.... ); (1,2,3.... );undes kd ks undes ks undes ksOP s S j J s d− = =       (50) 
1     (1,2,3.... )s s s S+ = =                                          (51)            
( ) 0     (1,2,3.... ); (1,2,3.... )des js j J s K= =                                                                      (52) 
( ) 0     (1,2,3.... ); (1,2,3.... )undes ks k K s K= =                                                                        (53)  
Since, we are trying to ascertain the efficiency of supplier “s” considering the weights of supplier “d”, 
in equation 48,  λdes(jd) is the optimal weight corresponding to desirable output “j” of supplier “d” when 
the model is solved as single efficiency objective model (known as target value for the desirable output 
“j” corresponding to supplier “d”); λundes(kd) denotes the optimal weight value corresponding to the 
undesirable output “j” of supplier “d” when the model is solved as single objective model (target value 
for the undesirable output “j” corresponding to supplier “d”). ( )des jd and ( )des jd  in equation 48 
ensures that we ascertain the cross-efficiency of supplier “s” considering the targeted weight associated 
with supplier “d”. Inclusion of ( )des jd and ( )des jd in equation 49 and 50 ensures that desirable and 
undesirable outputs coefficients of supplier “s” is being considered while taking into account the 
corresponding weights associated with that of supplier “d”. The resulting cross-efficiency of supplier 
“s” using the weights of supplier “d” - CEsd(JK) obtained from the modified equivalent bi-objective 
formulation incorporating cross-efficiency aspect can be further processed to obtain an average 
measure of the cross-efficiency score for a particular supplier employing the average cross efficiency 
score as proposed by Cook et al., (2015). The average cross-efficiency score of a supplier “s” can be 








=                                                                  (54)                  
Figure 1(b) depicts the research schema of proposed optimization based framework detailed above 
detailed in section 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Referring to Figure 1(b), we consider both individual efficiency 
and cross efficiency view of single and bi-objective efficiency optimization model. The parameter 
values corresponding to inputs, and desirable and undesirable outputs for suppliers serve as inputs to 
both single and bi-objective optimization model. These two models with their own set of objective 
functions and corresponding constraints results in several meaningful outputs. For instance, single 
objective model yields optimal weights for three types of parameters (inputs, desirable, and undesirable 
outputs), composite efficiency for respective suppliers, and dominant efficiency buckets. Some of these 
outputs serve as intermediate input to the two optimization models taking into account cross efficiency 
evaluation. For instance, optimal weights resulting from single objective efficiency model considering 
individual efficiency view acts as a input to both optimization models considering cross efficiency 
view. Finally, incorporating peer-to-peer comparison considering cross-efficiency evaluation results in 
three dimensional cross-efficiency frontier with improved discrimination amongst suppliers (for both 
single and bi-objective models) and considering trade-offs between desirable and undesirable outputs 
(for bi-objective cross efficiency model).  
 
4. A case study – Hyundai Steel Company’s suppliers’ evaluation 
The Hyundai Steel Company came into being in 1953 and is in-fact the oldest steel making company 
in South Korea. The company is based in Incheon and Seoul, South Korea and is a part of the Hyundai 
automotive group. It operates in three provinces of Korea i.e. Incheon, Dangjin, and Pohang and in 
Chengdu province in China as well. The vision statement as listed in the company’s website is clear 
indicator of the company’s commitment to the economic, environmental, and societal value (Hyundai 
Steel Company, 2018).  
To test the developed models in this research and capture meaningful implications, we utilize the data 
set related to Hyundai Steel Company’s suppliers collected by the Korean National Cleaner Production 
Center (KNCPC) in 2012. The data is listed in Table 2.  
<<Insert Table 2 here>> 
Referring to Table 2, clearly there are two inputs i.e. number of employees and energy consumption. 
As far as the desirable inputs are concerned, there are clearly three such outputs viz. sales, ROA, and 
environmental R&D investment. CO2 emission measured in Kg. is the undesirable output. Following 
the convention of Cook et al., (2014) in the given dataset the two inputs would follow “less-the-better” 
convention. The three desirable outputs would follow “more-the-better” convention. Further, each of 
these outputs would lie on different planes of sustainability as illustrated by Figure 2. 
<<Insert Figure 2 here>> 
For instance, stronger sales and ROA for a particular supplier would in a way contribute towards 
increased employment positions and improved financials. Therefore, these two outputs would lie on 
the economic and social planes as far as emerging and conventional type of business criterions are 
concerned. For a supplier, higher environmental R & D investment would result in increase in the 
employment opportunities as well as it would further the environmental performance of the firm; 
therefore, this particular desirable output would lie on the social and environmental plane. Finally, it 
should be apparent that CO2 emission would lie along the economic and environmental plane 
(Mahdiloo et al., 2015) as highest emissions has both environmental and economic costs. Further, it is 
to be noted that suppliers’ evaluation based on the performance assessment contingent upon the factors 
presented in this case would be (I + J + K) dimensional multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) 
problem in that I, J, and K are number of attributes for corresponding to economic, environmental, and 
social dimensions respectively.  
To the test the single objective efficiency model, the linear programming model as evolved in Section 
3.1 is run. It is to be noted that corresponding to 20 number of suppliers in our case considered, there 
would be 20 different linear models. Corresponding to each of these 20 different linear model instances, 
there would be a single objective function and 28 different constraints in the augmented form as enlisted 
in Table 3(a).  
<<Insert Table 3 here>> 
Similarly, for the equivalent bi-objective formulation as represented through equations 35-40, for the 
20 problem linear problem instances, there would a single objective function and total of 86 different 
constraints as enlisted in Table 3(b). Since both efficiency model is essentially linear programming 
problem, commercial solvers can be used to solve all 40 instances of the evolved linear models. For 
the sake of representation, one such linear model corresponding to 1st supplier is presented in the 
Appendix Section. v1, v2, v3, w1, u1, and u2 are weights correspond to sales, ROA, environmental R&D 
investment, CO2 emission, number of employee, and energy consumption respectively. To avoid giving 
zero values to v1, v2, v3, w1; v1, v2, v3, w1 10-6 are added as constraints to the model (Mahdiloo et al., 
2015). The 20-different linear model corresponding to 20 different suppliers are solved in CPLEX and 
composite efficiency scores are determined. Further, based on the respective composite scores, 
suppliers are ranked. The rankings along with discarded output related to efficiency is presented in 
Table 4. Figure 3(a) illustrates the spread of the output weights. 
<<Insert Table 4 here>> 
<<Insert Figure 3 here>> 
Referring to Table 4, suppliers 2, 15, and 17 are ranked highest with highest possible efficiency score 
of 100%. This is broadly consistent with rankings obtained work of Mahdiloo et al. (2015) where 
efficiency evaluation was done considering outputs parameters one at a time. However, in the work of 
Mahdiloo et al. (2015), suppliers 16 and 18 were also ranked highest. However, in our work, suppliers 
16 and 18 yielded slightly lower efficiency scores and hence are ranked at 4 and 5 respectively. 
However, relying purely on the composite efficiency scores corresponding to 20 suppliers considered 
in the case example would not be without an important caveat. Considering the resulting weights related 
to desirable and undesirable outputs, the suppliers also need to be classified in various efficiency 
buckets. For instance, in case of supplier 1, ROA and CO2 emission are discarded in that they do not 
contribute to overall efficiency. These major buckets along with pertinent suppliers are demonstrated 
through Table 5. 
<<Insert Table 5 here>> 
Referring to Table 5, supplier 9 (even though on a composite efficiency scale is ranked 13) is dominant 
in respect to two of the three desirable outputs i.e. sales and ROA and the undesirable output i.e. CO2 
emission. This implies that even though on a composite scale of efficiency, supplier 9’s efficiency was 
only 50%; nonetheless it caters to all three paired dimensions i.e. social-economic, economic-
environmental, and social-environmental vs. other suppliers (say supplier 2) having an efficiency score 
of 100% but catering to only social and economic dimensions. In order to circumvent the issue of 
relying on the composite efficiency score to make a realistic assessment of supplier’s performance, it 
would be prudent to rather rank each supplier within the dominant efficiency categories as presented 
in Table 5. These rankings are given in Table 6.  
<<Insert Table 6 here>> 
The downside to the ranking based on the single-objective efficiency model is that the importances 
associated with both the types of outputs i.e. desirable output and undesirable output remains the same. 
However, a supply chain manager would always want a trade-off solution by considering varying level 
of importances for both the desirable and undesirable outputs. Since single-objective model inherently 
assumes equal level of importances for both the desirable and undesirable outputs, it would be 
imperative that with varying levels of weights corresponding to the two types of outputs, a supply chain 
manager must be able to identify best supplier(s) in different weight ranges of desirable and undesirable 
outputs. The manner in which we have formulated the bi-objective efficiency model considers ρs and 
δs as the respective weights for desirable and undesirable outputs. The bi-objective efficiency model is 
laid out for the 20 suppliers and corresponding 20 linear models are solved and their efficiencies 
captured. The variations in efficiencies of each of these 20 suppliers corresponding to different weights 
for desirable and undesirable outputs (with a step of 0.1) is illustrated in Figure 3(b).   
Referring to Figure 3(b), all the 20 suppliers are contrasted with each other in terms of the composite 
efficiency by varying weights assigned to the set of desirable and undesirable outputs. The left most 
side corresponding to s  = 0 and 1s =  signifies the setting wherein the undesirable output set (i.e. 
set containing CO2 emission) is completely dominant over desirable output set (set containing ROA, 
sales, and environmental R&D investment). On the other sides of spectrum i.e. right most side 
corresponding to 1s =  and 0s =  signifies the setting wherein the desirable output set dominates 
the undesirable output set. When the entire importance is assigned to undesirable output set i.e. CO2 
emission (with no importance being assigned to desirable outputs i.e. sales, ROA, and environmental 
R&D investment), supplier 14 has the highest efficiency. On the other end of the spectrum, when entire 
importance is assigned to desirable outputs put i.e. sales, ROA and environmental R & D investment 
(with no important being assigned to undesirable outputs i.e. CO2 emission), supplier 2, 15, 16, 17, 18, 
and 19 yields the highest efficiency. However, these two cases are two extremes scenarios for a supply 
chain manager. A more cogent scenario would be when equal importances are assigned to both the 
desirable output(s) and undesirable outputs. In such a case, supplier 14 yields the highest efficiency.  
 
4.1 Cross-efficiency results 
Since, we are concerned more with trade-offs associated with desirable and undesirable set of outputs, 
we present the results of cross-efficiency study of the bi-objective cross-efficiency formulation 
corresponding to two specific cases. First case refers to the setting wherein each of the 20 suppliers are 
contrasted amongst themselves under the condition that equal importances are assigned to both the 
desirable and undesirable set of outputs. Essentially this setting represents the middle of the spectrum 
wherein neither output set dominate each other. Second case refers to the setting wherein a specific 
supplier that is most balanced in terms of the catering effectively to all three paired dimensions i.e. 
social-economic, economic-environmental, and social-environmental is contrasted with respect to all 
other suppliers by varying weights of desirable and undesirable type of outputs. Results of the first case 
is demonstrated using Figure 4(a). 
<<Insert Figure 4 here>> 
First Case: Referring the Figure 4(a), Z axis denotes the efficiency expressed in percentage term, while 
axes X and Y denotes 20 different suppliers. It is to be noted that the cross-efficiency of a supplier “s” 
would be maximum when efficiency determination is being carried out using its own optimal weights. 
In other words CEss(JK) = Es(JK) would hold true. Employing the sCE
−
measure, average cross-
efficiencies of all the suppliers are determined and resulting ranking is presented as below.  
Supplier 14> Supplier 19> Supplier 12> Supplier 17> Supplier 16> Supplier 18> Supplier 2> Supplier 
20> Supplier 5> Supplier 11> Supplier 1> Supplier 9> Supplier 15> Supplier 13> Supplier 3> Supplier 
4> Supplier 10> Supplier 8> Supplier 6> Supplier 7.  
Second case: We plot the cross-efficiency scores of supplier 9 when the respective efficiency is 
determined employing weights of all other suppliers considering the varying weights of desirable and 
undesirable output set. The plot is demonstrated employing Figure 4(b). 
Referring to Figure 4(b), Z axis denotes the efficiency measured in percentage term. Y axis represents 
20 suppliers. X axis represents the weightages corresponding to desirable and undesirable output set. 
For instance (0.1, 0.9) refer to the situation where-in 10% of the weightage is given to desirable output 
set and 90% is given to the undesirable output set.  
 
5. Discussions  
5.1 Implications of study  
Selection of right supplier(s) or right set of suppliers is considered an important strategic decision that 
a focal manufacturer (be it an original equipment manufacturer or a process industry leader) need to 
take. Typically, supply chain managers or purchasing managers are often tasked with supplier selection 
decisions driven primarily by a supplier’s performance evaluation. Conventional supplier selection 
problem is relatively easier to deal with in that supply chain managers need to consider conventional 
supply chain parameters such as lower costs, shorter lead times, high quality of goods and so forth. 
However, when dimensions related to emerging criterions such as those related to sustainability is 
present in the supplier’s book, it is imperative that supply chain manager must be able to quantify the 
supplier’s performance in terms of respective efficiencies. These efficiencies would aid in ascertaining 
the rankings thus discriminating better performing suppliers from worse performing ones. The linear 
model formulated as a single-objective efficiency model seeks to address this in that a composite 
efficiency measure is evolved that ranks the 20 suppliers listed in the case example. An obvious benefit 
of such a ranking is that the concerned supply chain manager would be able to extricate suppliers in 
terms of their respective performances. Thus, to start with the concerned supply chain manager can 
weed-out poor performing suppliers. However, the single composite efficiency score suffers from the 
problem of unidimensionality in that suppliers are ranked from a “one-size-fit-all” kind of approach in 
a manner that suppliers are ranked using a single measure and hence at times the obtained rankings 
might be conflicting. One of key problems with the unidimensionality aspect of traditional DEA models 
is that although rankings for DMUs (suppliers in this case) are obtained based on the efficiency value 
(between 0 to 100%), the corresponding weights obtained for outputs (both desirable as well as 
undesirable) are often overlooked (Ouenniche et al., 2014). However, referring to the resulting weights 
corresponding to different output types gives an insight as to towards which output types, the model is 
gravitating and to what extent it is gravitating.  
Therefore, in alignment with the above elaborated aspects and to circumvent the innate 
unidimensionality problem, further post-processing is done in that depending upon the weights 
achieved corresponding to each of the desirable and undesirable outputs, major efficiency buckets are 
identified within which individual suppliers are ranked. For instance, in case of supplier 9, sales, ROA, 
and CO2 emissions are dominant efficiency factors (considering respective dominant weights) even 
though the associated composite efficiency score is lower than many of the suppliers. From triple 
bottom-line perspective of sustainability, this supplier might be the most preferred as it caters to the 
three individual dimensions of sustainability and atleast two pairs on sustainability planes i.e. economic 
& social and social & environmental as depicted in Figure 3. This implies that supplier 9 in terms two 
of the individual desirable outputs i.e. sales and ROA, and CO2 emission might not be the best 
performing one on each of these individual outputs parameters but is good candidate for a compromise 
solution when these two desirable and one undesirable parameters are required to be catered to. A case 
in point would be one wherein a supplier is warranted to be selected having reasonable sales, acceptable 
level of productivity, and relatively tolerable level of CO2 emissions. When the dominant efficiency 
factors are sales and environmental R&D investment, supplier 18 outranks the other 7 suppliers that lie 
in this bucket; although from a composite score point of view supplier 18 was ranked 5th overall. 
Referring to Figure 3, supplier 18 seems to be best bet in that it caters to economic-social pair (albeit 
to a lesser degree than supplier 9 that caters to additional desirable output – ROA as well) and social-
environmental pair of the sustainability planes. This is a classic case of an ideal social conscious-green 
supplier (may be a notch below the all-inclusive supplier – supplier 9) as this supplier addresses the 
economic, environmental and social considerations of sustainability. Suppliers 5 and 13 in their 
respective buckets outranks the other two respective suppliers in the overall efficiency score; 
nonetheless these two suppliers are rather singular in that they only cater to only one pair on the 
sustainability plane i.e. social-economic.  
One of the ways in which the proposed efficiency bucket would be useful to a supply chain practitioner 
would be that the dominant weights described above essentially represent the marginal contribution of 
the particular outputs influencing the utility value (i.e. composite efficiency). Therefore, these 
dominant weights hold the discriminating power of the particular output(s) on the particular supplier’s 
evaluation. Thus, using these weights, the supplier chain managers can discriminate between suppliers 
who perform well vis-à-vis other suppliers either in terms of pertinent social, economic, environmental, 
or combination of these outputs. Further, the dominant weights can also be used as parameters defining 
the swing from best to worst on each output type as far as supplier evaluation is concerned. The 
supplier(s) possessing the dominant weights associated with most (ideally all outputs) output types can 
be perhaps considered as the ideal supplier(s) as far as the three dimensions of business criterions is 
concerned. One caveat that need to be kept in mind however is that the resulting weights are dominated 
weights as opposed to non-dominated weights. This implies that there can be a few supplier(s) who 
would be superior to the ideal supplier(s) on individual output criterions. Therefore, if we intend to see 
the supplier evaluation from an interactive optimization viewpoint, non-dominated weights would 
serve the research design better than the dominated weights. For instance, non-dominated weights can 
be utilized to generate an efficiency frontier; minimal deviation from which can be the objective as far 
as supplier selection is concerned.  
As enumerated earlier as well, the key limitation associated with the single-objective efficiency model 
is that it assumes same level of importances for both desirable and undesirable type of outputs. 
However, many times supply chain managers need to perform trade-offs wherein higher importances 
need to be assigned to undesirable output. Therefore, bi-objective efficiency model is evolved wherein 
varying importances can be assigned to both type of outputs. Consider an instance, if for the purpose 
of quick production turnaround if upstream manufacturer needs to ensure that a particular supplier be 
co-located in the same city (wherein CO2 emissions are tightly regulated). In this case, ideally speaking 
supply chain managers should identify the best supplier by referring to Figure 4 in the zone around 
where weight corresponding to undesirable output(s) are much more dominant (may be 0.7 to 0.9) than 
that corresponding to desirable output(s). On the other side of the spectrum, for argument sake if the 
upstream manufacturer happens to be located in the rather rural setting with extremely low level of 
pollution (wherein CO2 emissions need not be regulated strictly), the supply chain manager can identify 
the best supplier by referring to Figure 4 in the zone around where weight corresponding to desirable 
output(s) are more dominant (0.7 to 0.9). In each of these two cases, it would not be plausible that 
supplier(s) yielding highest level of efficiency corresponding to weight of 1 either for desirable 
output(s) or undesirable output(s) be selected; since it would imply that one type of output(s) has been 
completely overlooked in favor of other type of output(s). A key caveat to be exercised in case of 
relying completely on the bi-objective efficiency model is that there is no differential importance to 
different outputs within a particular output type. This handicap can be dealt with to some extent by 
relying on the post-processing step of the single-objective efficiency model optimization such that 
individual buckets of sustainability pairs can be identified. In view of the above discussions it can be 
clearly underscored that a supply chain practitioner should use both evolved models i.e. single-
objective efficiency model and bi-objective efficiency model in conjunction to reasonably zero-down 
on the set of performing supplier warranting different kind of sustainability scenarios. 
As enumerated in the work of Mahdiloo et al. (2015), in context of sustainable and green supply chains, 
the supply chain managers are often conflicted in identifying strongly performing suppliers. This 
conflict primarily arises from the decision to procure from suppliers at best possible cost structure while 
at the same time ensuring sustainability dimensions in the supplier’s operations are reflected. 
Therefore, the two-proposed models i.e. single-objective efficiency model and bi-objective efficiency 
model evolved in this research and illustrated through the case example seek to encompass both 
conventional and emerging criterions in that social, environmental, and economic dimensions of 
sustainability can also be addressed. The newly evolved models can provide supply chain managers a 
better understanding on the application of sustainable supply chain evaluation.  
The models employed and the results obtained in the study would aid manufacturers to compare 
potential suppliers from two main perspectives i.e. comparison from a composite efficiency perspective 
and comparison from a goal oriented perspective. These differentiated comparisons would help the 
supply chain mangers in that they would be able to objectively account for how well a particular 
supplier compares with rest and with respect to efficient one(s). We also integrate the two evolved 
models with the cross-efficiency view of efficiency determination. The integrated formulation helps us 
in performing a peer-to-peer comparison while simultaneously considering desirable and undesirable 
output types with appropriate trade-offs. Further, the integrated formulation also enables us to achieve 
maximum discrimination amongst all the suppliers by relying on the average cross-efficiency measure.  
 
5.2 Comparison with some extant MCDM techniques  
The optimization models i.e. single objective and bi-objective considering both individual efficiency 
and cross efficiency view of suppliers is characteristically different from well known MCDM 
techniques such as TOPSIS (Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution), 
VIKOR (Vlse Kriterijumska Optimizacija Kompromisno Resenje), AHP (Analytical Hierarchy 
process) and so forth. We now discuss some of the merits associated with the models devised in this 
research vis-à-vis MDCM techniques. It is to be noted that the comparisons are carried out with respect 
to the MCDM techniques in its purest form and not with respect to hybrid MCDM techniques (such as 
AHP-TOPSIS). We conceptually discuss the distinctions and merits associated with our devised 
methods in terms of key attributes encountered in decision-making.  
Efficiency and optimality: The efficiency spread (Figure 3b) – for bi-objective model considering 
individual efficiency view, and efficiency frontier (Figure 4) – for single and bi-objective model 
considering cross efficiency view is in the space of ratios of desirable/undesirable outputs and input 
corresponding to the twenty suppliers considered in the study. If the suppliers were to be ranked using 
MCDM methods, they would lie in the criterion space (seven possible criterions from MCDM 
perspective as listed in Table 2). Thus, a definite merit in DEA oriented approach would be that 
decisions makers can consider the relationships between inputs and both types of outputs (desirable 
and undesirable); while MCDM would treat these parameters as pure criterions without discriminating 
between inputs and outputs. 
Decision criterions: The efficiencies and frontiers yielded in Figure 3(b) and Figure 4 are essentially 
ratios of multiple outputs (both desirable and undesirable types) to concerned inputs. In MCDM 
methods however the evaluations are essentially aggregate function (for instance distance function of 
all criterions in case of TOPIS and VIKOR). This has its own merits as far as DEA based approach is 
concerned in that better supplier discrimination would be achieved as efficient suppliers are the ones 
that perform best on a particular ratios of outputs to inputs. While in case of MCDM, a non-inferior 
supplier would be the one with atleast one input or one output as best. 
Solution: The set of efficient units as determined by the single-objective model and efficient frontier 
as determined by the bi-objective model holds no relationship to the non-inferior solution(s) that results 
using application of MCDM techniques. Typically, efficient units resulting from DEA oriented 
approach are highly ranked by VIKOR method; while inefficient units resulting from DEA is given 
low ranking by VIKOR (Opricovic and Tzeng, 2008). In this backdrop, a definite merit that our DEA 
oriented approach is that it takes into account the suppliers’ parameters’ values that are extreme in 
nature (for instance number of employees for supplier 1) as opposed to traditional MCDM techniques 
that fail to rationalize extreme values of certain parameters.  
Weights: In traditional MCDM methods, criterions weights are given by decision-makers that in turn 
influences ranking of better alternatives over inferior ones. In our approach however optimal weights 
in case of single objective model i.e. *iu s, 
*
jv s, and 
*
kw  and deviations of desirable and undesirable 
outputs in case of bi-objective model i.e. * ( )des js s and 
*
( )undes ks s does not hold relationship with 
respect to decision-makers’ preferences. This property is particularly useful for situations wherein 
decision-makers are not able to express preferences of one parameter over others be it inputs related or 
desirable/undesirable output related.  
Utility: The approach devised in our research determines the efficient supplier buckets (single objective 
model), trade-off efficiency frontier (bi-objective model) thus discriminating between efficient and 
inefficient suppliers. The potential improvement pathway for inefficient units by DEA illustrate that 
how a supplier needs to decrease its input(s) or increase its desirable output(s) or reduce its undesirable 
output(s) in order move higher in the efficiency frontier. This particular aspect is useful within DEA 
literature, but is of less interest within MCDM research stream. 
Peer-to-peer assessment: The cross-efficiency evaluation of the two devised optimization models 
enables us to consider the optimal weights as inputs for determination of efficiencies for respective 
suppliers thus eliminating unrealistic weight schemes without predetermining any weight restrictions 
(Hui-hui et al., 2019). This particular feature associated with DEA based approaches presents a rather 
comprehensive view of the suppliers’ evaluation.  
 
6. Conclusions and future research directions 
This research evolves two distinct ways of modeling desirable and undesirable outputs belonging to 
sustainability dimensions associated with a number of suppliers of Hyundai Steel Company. The first 
model pertains to a single-objective efficiency model wherein by suitable transformations, we are able 
to unify both the desirable and undesirable outputs in terms of a single composite efficiency measure. 
Using the case example data and with appropriate linear models corresponding to the 20 suppliers, we 
determine the composite efficiency of each of these suppliers thus ranking them in terms of an overall 
efficiency score. However due to unidimensionality of such a composite efficiency measure, we also 
identify individual sustainability buckets within which particular suppliers are dominant over the other. 
Within each of these sustainability buckets, suppliers are further ranked. However, owing to a key 
limitation of the single objective efficiency model – same level of importances assigned to both 
desirable and undesirable outputs; we evolve a goal based bi-objective efficiency model wherein 
varying weights can be assigned to desirable and undesirable outputs of sustainability. By solving the 
resulting linear model and with appropriate trade-offs in the importances, we are able to converge on 
to the best performing supplier(s) corresponding to different discrete importance settings related to the 
sustainability dimensions.    
There are some limitations to our study however. Due to relying on relatively small size and single 
industry, there can be limitations in generalizability. The two-proposed models should be tested in other 
sectors as well in order to further enrich the derived learnings. Further, our evolved models would not 
be able to deal with the incompleteness or fuzziness of data both of output and input. Future studies 
can also evaluate the evolved formulations considering Shannon entropy such that measurements 
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Table 1(a): Comparison of our research with recent research literature 
Authors Sustainability related dimensions  DEA efficiency measurement modeling 






















undesirable outputs  
D’Inverno et 
al. (2018) 
 #  # # #   # 
Park et al., 
(2018) 
 #  # #     
Fukuyama et 
al., (2017) 
#  # # #    # 
Tsaur et al., 
(2017) 
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Shaw et al,  
(2016) 
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Balezentis et 
al., (2016)  
 #   #    # 
Dotoli et al., 
(2016) 
  # # #    # 
Azadnia et 
al., (2015) 
# # # #   #   
Azadi et al., 
(2015) 
# # # # #     
Karsak et al., 
(2014) 
 # # # #    # 
Govindan et 
al., (2014) 
# # # # #     
Proposed 
research 
# # # # # #  # # 
# means that the particular dimension(s) were captured and discussed in the particular article 
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1 1112 1267 119, 477 0.04046 67 43, 562 
2 118 968 125, 762 0.04499 65 45, 000 
3 458 1001 58, 770 0.02221 57 42, 400 
4 416 1393 62, 989 0.02920 62 43, 734 
5 413 1586 67, 088 0.03269 50 44, 890 
6 430 1802 72, 318 0.03116 36 42, 913 
7 426 1998 74, 626 0.02184 47 39, 438 
8 452 1824 74, 476 0.03480 44 40, 078 
9 503 1479 79, 710 0.03976 47 39, 500 
10 498 1623 79, 384 0.03723 89 45, 023 
11 192 1322 73, 124 0.01269 256 41, 324 
12 171 831 62, 529 0.00385 423 45, 000 
13 163 913 65, 424 0.02776 508 42, 400 
14 161 893 71, 027 0.04847 536 43, 734 
15 161 903 74, 093 0.05140 570 44, 890 
16 162 778 72, 830 0.04356 472 42, 913 
17 159 710 71, 940 0.03932 426 39, 438 
18 157 695 82, 203 0.02599 386 40, 078 
19 151 637 55, 681 0.00001 376 39, 500 






Table 3: Number of expressions in augmented form  
Table 3(a): Single-objective efficiency model (for all 20 linear models) 
Expressions related to Corresponding equation 
no. 
Numbers 
Objective function(s) 27 1 
Constraint(s) related to interlinked 
desirable and undesirable outputs 
28 20 
Constraint(s) related to respective 
input(s) 
29 1 
Constraint(s) related to weight of 
desirable output(s) 
30 3 
Non- negativity constraint(s) related to 
weight of undesirable output(s) 
31 1 
Non- negativity constraints related to 
weight of input(s) 
32 2 
 
Table 3(b): Equivalent model for the bi-objective efficiency model (for all 20 linear models)  
Expressions related to Corresponding equation 
no. 
Numbers 
Objective function(s) 35 1 
Constraint(s) on goal of desirable 
output(s) 
36 60 
Constraint(s) on goal of undesirable 
output(s) 
37 20 
Constraints(s) related to importance of 
desirable and undesirable output(s) 
38 1 
Non-negativity constraint(s) related to 
deviation of undesirable output(s) 
39 1 
Non-negativity constraint(s) related to 















Table 5: Dominant efficiency categories  
Dominant efficiency factors Supplier(s)  
Sales/ROA/CO2 emission (9) 
Sales/Env. R&D invest. (1, 7, 11, 14, 18, 19, 20) 
Sales/ROA (2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 17)  
Sales (5, 14)  


















Rankings Discarded efficiency   
Supplier 1 
0.0000010000 0.0007883883 0.0000062449 0.0000010000 0.0003523273 0.0000010000 72.61 
11 ROA/CO2 emission 
Supplier 2 0.0000010000 0.0010329360 0.0000037050 12.8692024331 0.0000010000 0.0000010000 100 1 Env. R & D 
invest/CO2 emission 
Supplier 3 0.0000010000 0.0009985435 0.0000035818 12.4735535548 0.0000010000 0.0000010000 44.51 15 Env. R & D 
invest/CO2 emission 
Supplier 4 
0.0000010000 0.0007175765 0.0000025755 9.2413285252 0.0000010000 0.0000010000 38.84 
17 Env. R & D 
invest/CO2 emission 
Supplier 5 0.0000010000 0.0006302566 0.0000052094 0.0000010000 0.0000010000 0.0000010000 46.09 14 ROA/Env. R & D 
invest/CO2 emission 
Supplier 6 
0.0000010000 0.0005547003 0.0000019921 7.3676128617 0.0000010000 0.0000010000 33.07 
19 Env. R & D 
invest/CO2 emission 
Supplier 7 
0.0000010000 0.0005002873 0.0000040873 0.0000010000 0.0002365349 0.0000010000 27.66 
20  ROA/CO2 emission 
Supplier 8 
0.0000010000 0.0005479978 0.0000019681 7.2905074653 0.0000010000 0.0000010000 36.02 
18 Env. R & D 
invest/CO2 emission 
Supplier 9 
0.0000010000 0.0006757924 0.0000024153 12.4636845572 0.0000010000 0.0000046727 50.03 
13 Env. R & D invest 
Supplier 10 
0.0000010000 0.0006158361 0.0000022111 8.0709145795 0.0000010000 0.0000010000 43.10 
16 Env. R & D 
invest/CO2 emission 
Supplier 11 
0.0052014479 0.0000010000 0.0000047652 0.0000010000 0.0009301007 0.0000010000 54.42 
12 ROA/CO2 emission 
Supplier 12 
0.0000010000 0.0012031637 0.0000029091 0.0000010000 0.0016069533 0.0000010000 81.66 
10 Env. R & D 
invest/CO2 emission 
Supplier 13 




0.0024120861 0.0006849430 0.0000074392 0.0000010000 0.0008781495 0.0000010000 95.53 
6 ROA/ CO2 emission 
Supplier 15 
0.0062055714 0.0000010000 0.0000010000 13.8455900841 0.0004546205 0.0000010000 100 
1 Sales/ Env. R & D 
invest/ CO2 emission 
Supplier 16 
0.0000010000 0.0012851388 0.0000019559 20.6234060782 0.0000010000 0.0000010000 99.83 
4 Env. R & D 
invest/CO2 emission 
Supplier 17 
0.0006780404 0.0012566079 0.0000035100 20.0026869812 0.0000010000 0.0000010000 100 
1 Env. R & D 
invest/CO2 emission 
Supplier 18 
0.0000010000 0.0014386230 0.0000111148 0.0000010000 0.0006136671 0.0000010000 99.80 
5 ROA/CO2 emission 
Supplier 19 
0.0000010000 0.0015696217 0.0000036862 0.0000010000 0.0020864905 0.0000010000 95.02 
7 ROA/CO2 emission 
Supplier 20  
0.0026832792 0.0007616195 0.0000082349 0.0000010000 0.0009727866 0.0000010000 85.43 
9 ROA/CO2 emission 































Sales/ROA Sales ROA  
1 Supplier 9  Supplier 18  Supplier 17 
and supplier 
2 
Supplier 14 Supplier 15 
2  Supplier 14 - Supplier 5 Supplier 13 
3  Supplier 19 Supplier 16   
4  Supplier 20 Supplier 12   
5  Supplier 1 Supplier 3   
6  Supplier 11 Supplier 10   
7  Supplier 7 Supplier 4   
8   Supplier 8   






























Sustainable supply  
chain management  
Supplier  
performance analysis 
Supplier selection   DEA modeling  
Scope of the  
proposed research  
Single objective efficiency model 
 
Maximize {Composite efficiency for suppliers} 
s.t. 
- Input-output conversion constraint 
- Scaled input constraint 
- Non-negativity of parameters’ weights constraint 
Composite efficiency based supplier 
ranking  
Dominant efficiency buckets 
Optimal weights for parameters for 
suppliers  
Single objective efficiency model 
 
Maximize {Composite efficiency for suppliers} 
s.t. 
- Input-output conversion constraint 
- Scaled input constraint 
- Non-negativity of parameters’ weights constraint 
- Peer to peer comparison constraint  
Inputs, desirable and 
undesirable outputs for 
 suppliers 
Bi-objective efficiency model 
Minimize {Deviation of weights from optimal 
weights resulting from single-objective model for 
desirable and undesirable outputs for suppliers} 
s.t. 
- Deviation constraint for desirable constraint 
- Deviation constraint for undesirable constraint 
- Trade-off constraint for desirable & undesirable set 
of outputs  
Supplier rankings based on trade-offs 
between desirable and undesirable outputs   
Optimal deviation values for both 
desirable and undesirable set of outputs  
Individual efficiency evaluation  Cross efficiency evaluation  
Bi-objective efficiency model 
Calculate average cross efficiency for individual 
suppliers  
 
By Minimizing {Deviation of weights from optimal 
weights resulting from single-objective model for 
desirable and undesirable outputs for suppliers} 
s.t. 
- Deviation constraint for desirable constraint 
- Deviation constraint for undesirable constraint 
- Trade-off constraint for desirable & undesirable set 
of outputs  
Three dimensional cross efficiency 
frontier for suppliers with improved 
discrimination   
Three dimensional cross efficiency 
frontier considering trade-off between 
desirable and undesirable outputs types 
with improved discrimination  
 Input(s) to optimization model  
 Output(s) from  optimization model  
Intermediate inputs to optimization model  
Figure 1(b): Research schema of proposed framework 





















































CO2 emission  
Figure 3(a): Spread of output weight for 20 suppliers  
 
 
Figure 3(b): Efficiency characteristics with varying weight for desirable and undesirable outputs 
Figure 3: Spread of output weights and efficiency characteristics  
 




























Cross efficiencies of individual suppliers (ρs = 0.5 and δs = 0.5)
0.0-20.0 20.0-40.0 40.0-60.0 60.0-80.0 80.0-100.0
 
Figure 4(b): Plot of cross-efficiency plot for supplier 9 wrt. varying weights of desirable and 






























































































DESIRABLE/ UNDESIRABLE WEIGHTS 
Cross-efficiency plot of supplier 9 wrt. different 
desirable/undesirable weight combinations  
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